### Media for #ivoryfreecanada – PR Sent March 15, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>National Newspapers</strong> - online</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Post</td>
<td>The Daily Courier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globe and Mail (website and twitter)</td>
<td>Farm News Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laronge Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battleford’s Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sask Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northeast Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nanaimo News Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meadowlake Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RD News Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lethbridge News Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cape Breton Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Telegram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yarmouth County Vanguard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northumberland News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orangeville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parry Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterloo Chronicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Niagara Falls Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everything GP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caledon Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Durham Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chat News Today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Western Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Guardian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal Pioneer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lethbridge Herald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medicine Hat News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penticton Herald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Chronicle Herald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major City Newspapers</strong> – in print</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro – Vancouver (front cover)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major City Newspapers</strong> – online</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver Sun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province (website and facebook)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro – Vancouver (website and twitter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro – Toronto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro – Calgary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro – Edmonton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro – Halifax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Times Colonist (Victoria)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo Canadian Voice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calgary Herald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmonton Journal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarPhoenix (Saskatoon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina Leader-Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnipeg Free Press</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronicle-Journal (Thunder Bay)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windsor Star</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto Star</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa Citizen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Gazette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smaller City Newspapers</strong> – online</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Sun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton Spectator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York Region</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simcoe Region</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brampton Guardian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hants Journal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amherst News/Citizen Record</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digby County Courier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annapolis County Spectator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Compass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beacon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Times</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guelph Mercury Tribune</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Halton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississauga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka Region</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Kawartha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Bay Nipissing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertiser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gulf News</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings County Advertiser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pilot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truro Daily News</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Northern Pen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NovaNews Now</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sackville Tribune Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Southern Gazette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens County Advance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Aurora</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelbourne County Coastguard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labradorian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Radio</strong> – online</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFJC Today</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKPG Today</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650 CKOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680 News</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050 CJNB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Radio</strong> – on-air interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Talk 1010 – The Evan Solomon Show</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spice Radio 1200 AM – Morning Spice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Television</strong> – on-air interview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakfast Television</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Television</strong> – online</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTV News</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CityNews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFJC-TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKPG-TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAT-TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Websites</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Animal rights group says Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, as 125K sign petition

Tessa Vanderkop of Vancouver-based Elephanatics says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephanatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

In this Thursday, April 28, 2016 file photo, confiscated ivory statues stand in front of one of around a dozen pyres of ivory, in Nairobi National Park, Kenya.  Ben Curtis/Adj Photo
Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephanatics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed every year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephanatics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world’s biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016, Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020.

President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing elephant trophies like ears, feet and tails. He had given the ban a reprieve last fall while he further studied the issue, but in early March the ban was lifted.

Canada never banned elephant trophy imports. The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, database which tracks imports and exports of animals which need protection, shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 83 trophy elephants, as well as 434 elephant skulls and 260 elephant feet.

A spokeswoman for McKenna would not say if Canada is even considering a domestic ban on elephant ivory. Caroline Theriault said Canada is part of CITES which ensures trade doesn’t threaten the survival of species.

“We have in place legislation which implements the convention in Canada that includes penalties for illegal possession, trade, or commercial sale of restricted plant and wildlife items,” she said. “We’ll continue to work to advance conservation benefits for species around the globe that are impacted by trade.”

Animal-rights organization says Canada should ban sale of elephant ivory
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More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

"Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts," she said. "I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing."

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition's request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

'We have to close the trade period,' she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada's objection came at least in part because of concerns about the illegal trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However, Vanderkop says Elephantatics isn't asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephantatics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world's biggest market for ivory. China

announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016, Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020.

President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing elephant trophies like ears, feet and tails. He had given the ban a reprieve last fall while he further studied the issue, but in early March the ban was lifted.

Canada never banned elephant trophy imports. The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, database which tracks imports and exports of animals which need protection, shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 83 trophy elephants, as well as 434 elephant skulls and 260 elephant feet.

A spokeswoman for McKenna would not say if Canada is even considering a domestic ban on elephant ivory. Caroline Theriault said Canada is part of CITES which ensures trade doesn't threaten the survival of species.

"We have in place legislation which implements the convention in Canada that includes penalties for illegal possession, trade, or commercial sale of restricted plant and wildlife items," she said. "We'll continue to work to advance conservation benefits for species around the globe that are impacted by trade."

Animal rights group says Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, as 125K sign petition

Tessa Vanderkop of Vancouver-based Elephanatics says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.
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OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephanatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephanatics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephanatics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world’s biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017 but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016. Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020.

President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing elephant trophies like ears, feet and tails. He had given the ban a reprieve last fall while he further studied the issue, but in early March the ban was lifted.

France banned elephant trophies imports. The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, database which tracks imports and exports of animals which need protection, shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 83 trophy elephants, as well as 434 elephant skulls and 260 elephant feet.

A spokesman for McKenna would not say if Canada is even considering a domestic ban on elephant ivory. Caroline Thierault said Canada is part of CITES which ensures trade doesn’t threaten the survival of species.

“We have in place legislation which implements the convention in Canada that includes penalties for illegal possession, trade, or commercial sale of restricted plant and wildlife items,” she said. “We’ll continue to work to advance conservation benefits for species around the globe that are impacted by trade.”

Exact same story as in the Vancouver Sun (previous page) was in:
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Tessa Vanderkop of Vancouver-based Elephanatics says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures

OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephanatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition's request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.
Warning issued after fatal rink leak

An expert is warning about staffing and inspections of B.C. arenas using ammonia for refrigeration, months after a fire filled an arena with toxic gas in Fernie on Oct. 17. The gas is too dangerous to use at rinks, argued ex-B.C. safety authority Ed Hardie or Lou Berenson. It will kill you in less than 30 seconds in high concentrations, he said. B.C. needs more inspections and stricter staffing rules to prevent leaks, he said. Until 2023, leaks using ammonia were checked yearly. B.C.’s municipal affairs ministry wants annual inspections.

Residents said some towns have replaced ammonia cooling systems with safer alternatives. Forum or carbon dioxide, he argued B.C. to require all rinks do so.
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Vancouver group’s petition to protect pachyderms from ivory trade soars
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More than 127,000 people have signed @elephanticsbc’s petition urging Canada to ban ivory trade ow.ly/O8IR30j0VCA #IvoryFreeCanada
More than 125,000 people sign petition urging Canada to ban ivory trade

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations for animal rights group Elephanatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures—and then it just went nuts.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada's objection came at least in part because of concerns about the inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephanatics isn't asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1990, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephanatics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world's biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016, Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020.

President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing elephant trophies like ears, feet and tails. He had given the ban a reprieve last fall while he further studied the issue, but in early March the ban was lifted.

Canada never banned elephant trophy imports. The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, database which tracks imports and exports of animals which need protection, shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 83 trophy elephants, as well as 434 elephant skulls and 260 elephant feet.

A spokeswoman for McKenna would not say if Canada is even considering a domestic ban on elephant ivory. Caroline Therault said Canada is part of CITES which ensures trade doesn't threaten the survival of species.

“We have in place legislation which implements the convention in Canada that includes penalties for illegal possession, trade, or commercial sale of restricted plant and wildlife items,” she said. “We'll continue to work to advance conservation benefits for species around the globe that are impacted by trade.”

— follow @mcabson on Twitter.
Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, says animal rights group

Mia Rabson / The Canadian Press
MARCH 18, 2018 08:00 AM

OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephanatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

"Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts," she said. "I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing."

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition's request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

Non-profit group urges Canadian government to ban domestic ivory trade

By posted by: Rattan Mall - March 14, 2018

Asian elephants are even more endangered than African ones with less than 40,000 left

The poaching of elephants has reached unprecedented levels, threatening their very survival. In the face of this crisis, Elephanatics, a Vancouver elephant advocacy non-profit group, claims Canada is not supporting the worldwide initiative to save both African and Asian elephants.

At the last meeting of the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) congress, it was overwhelmingly decided that globally, governments must close their legal domestic markets for elephant ivory as a matter of urgency. Canada was one of only four countries to vote against it.

A coalition of 95 Canadian and international scientists, politicians and animal conservation organisations have co-signed Elephanatics’ letter urging the government to ban the domestic trade of elephant ivory. They include the BC SPCA, Canadian Federation of Humane Societies, Mike Farnsworth, the Solicitor General of BC, International Fund for Animal Welfare, WildAid, Born Free Foundation, Humane Society International and African Wildlife Foundation.

In addition to the global signatories, Elephanatics created an #ivoryfreecanada online petition that garnered over 120,000 signatures - and hundreds more each day - from concerned citizens wanting to see an end to elephant ivory sales in Canada. Even though elephants are not native to Canada, elephants are still important to many Canadians. The petition accompanied the letter sent on Wednesday to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change, Catherine McKenna.

It is estimated there were 12 million elephants in Africa in the early 1900s. Today there are approximately 415,000. That equates to a 97% decline in a century. Asian elephants are even more endangered with less than 40,000 left. Conservationists and scientists agree that at this rate the world’s largest land animal will disappear from the wild within our
Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, says animal rights group

By: Mia Rabson, The Canadian Press

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada's objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephantantics isn't asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephantantics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world's biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016, Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020.

President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing elephant trophies like ears, feet and tails. He had given the ban a reprieve last fall while he further studied the issue, but in early March the ban was lifted.

Canada never banned elephant trophy imports. The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, database which tracks imports and exports of animals which need protection, shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 83 trophy elephants, as well as 434 elephant skulls and 260 elephant feet.

A spokeswoman for McKenna would not say if Canada is even considering a domestic ban on elephant ivory. Caroline Theriault said Canada is part of CITES which ensures trade doesn't threaten the survival of species.

"We have in place legislation which implements the convention in Canada that includes penalties for illegal possession, trade, or commercial sale of restricted plant and wildlife items," she said. "We'll continue to work to advance conservation benefits for species around the globe that are impacted by trade."

OTTAWA - More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantantics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

"Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts," she said. "I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing."

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition's request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

"We have to close the trade period," she says.

Exact same story as in Winnipeg Free Press (previous page) was also in:

Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, says animal rights group

Thousands ofCdns want ban on ivory trade
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OTTAWA - More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

"Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts," she said. "I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing."

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition's request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

"We have to close the trade period," she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada's objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephantatics isn't asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephantatics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world's biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated

125,000 people sign petition demanding Canada ban trade in elephant ivory

The current ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990. Difficulty in dating ivory, however, makes it easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.
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OTTAWA—More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephanatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”
Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit, and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephantantics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Read more:

Canada must do more to stop trophy hunting of elephants, conservationists say

Burlington evidence room the final resting place for many ivory artifacts

Toronto auction house charged for selling “antique” elephant ivory tusks

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephantantics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world’s biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016, Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020.

U.S. President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing elephant trophies such as ears, feet and tails. He had given the ban a reprieve last fall while he further studied the issue, but in early March the ban was lifted.

Canada never banned elephant trophy imports. The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, database which tracks imports and exports of animals which need protection, shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 83 trophy elephants, as well as 434 elephant skulls and 260 elephant feet.

A spokesperson for McKenna would not say if Canada is even considering a domestic ban on elephant ivory. Caroline Theriault said Canada is part of CITES, which ensures trade doesn’t threaten the survival of species.

“We have in place legislation which implements the convention in Canada that includes penalties for illegal possession, trade, or commercial sale of restricted plant and wildlife items,” she said. “We’ll continue to work to advance conservation benefits for species around the globe that are impacted by trade.”

Thousands of Cdns want ban on ivory trade

Mar 18, 2018

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, wife Sophie Grégoire Trudeau, and children, Xavier, 10, Ella-Grace, 8, and Hadrien, 3, take turn feeding an elephant as they are given a tour of the elephant sanctuary in Mathura, India, on Sunday, Feb. 18, 2018. More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory. THE CANADIAN PRESS/Sean Kilpatrick - The Canadian Press, 2018

OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1980, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephantatics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.
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OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantantics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just kept going,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected.

Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephantantics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephantantics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world’s biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016, Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020.

President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing elephant trophies like ears, feet and tails. He had given the ban a reprieve last fall while he further studied the issue, but in early March the ban was lifted.

Canada never banned elephant trophy imports. The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, database which tracks imports and exports of animals which need protection, shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 83 trophy elephants, as well as 434 elephant skulls and 260 elephant feet.

A spokeswoman for McKenna would not say if Canada is even considering a domestic ban on elephant ivory. Caroline Theriault said Canada is part of CITES which ensures trade doesn’t threaten the survival of species.

“We have in place legislation which implements the convention in Canada that includes penalties for illegal possession, trade, or commercial sale of restricted plant and wildlife items,” she said. “We’ll continue to work to advance conservation benefits for species around the globe that are impacted by trade.”

— follow @mrabson on Twitter.

Mia Rabson, The Canadian Press
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OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephanatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

"Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts," she said. "I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing."

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition's request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

"We have to close the trade period," she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada's objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephanatics isn't asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1989, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephanatics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world's biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016, Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020.

President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing elephant trophies like ears, feet and tails. He had given the ban a reprieve last fall while he further studied the issue, but in early March the ban was lifted.
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OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantastics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephantastics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1989, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 13 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades. Elephantastics says.
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Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, says animal rights group

OTTAWA – More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephantics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, says animal rights group

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, wife Sophie Gregoire Trudeau, and children, Xavier, 10, Ella-Grace, 9, and Hadrien, 3, take turns feeding an elephant as they are given a tour of the elephant sanctuary in Mathura, India, on Sunday, Feb. 18, 2018. More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory. THE CANADIAN PRESS/Sean Kilpatrick
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OTTAWA -- More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantantics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

"Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts," she said. "I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing."

RELATED STORIES

- Trump administration once again lifts elephant trophy ban
- Modern elephant species genetically distinct, though ancient ancestors interbred

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition's request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

https://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/canada-should-ban-trade-in-elephant-ivory-says-animal-rights-group-1.3847959
OTTAWA – More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantantics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns.
Elephant conservationists call on Canada to step up to protect iconic beasts

By Mia Rabson, The Canadian Press — Nov 28 2017

OTTAWA — In the last decade, Canadians have legally imported more than 2,600 trophy animals that are on an international list of endangered species.

The imports also include thousands of animal skins, skulls, feet, ears, tusks, horns and tails of everything from antelope to zebras from all corners of the earth.

Earlier this month, the United States made waves when the Fish and Wildlife Service suddenly reversed a 2014 ban on elephant imports from Zimbabwe and Zambia.

U.S. President Donald Trump stepped in to halt that reversal, tweeting earlier this month that he considers elephant hunting a "horror show" and that it was unlikely anyone could convince him hunting the animals was good for conservation.

Canada, on the other hand, never banned the imports in the first place.

The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, tracks animals on three lists based on the level of protection needed and requires permits to be issued before these animals or any parts of them can be traded across international borders.

That database shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 2,647 mammals as hunting trophies, including 83 elephants, 256 lions, 134 zebras, 76 hippos and 19 rhinoceroses.

Another 280 mammals were imported intact after having been stuffed, including antelope, oryx, monkeys and lions.

Canadians also imported 434 skulls and 260 feet from elephants, zebras, hippos and rhinos, 87 elephant ears, 1,155 elephant tusks, and 17 rhinoceros horns.

Those do not include animals brought back as trophies that are not considered endangered, which do not require any kind of special permit.

Elephants are among the most endangered species in the world, with a 2016 census finding populations down 30 per cent between 2007 and 2014. Elephants are on the most-endangered list of CITES in all countries except four: Botswana, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Populations in Zambia and South Africa are stable, but elephant populations in Botswana and Zimbabwe have dropped 15 and six per cent, respectively, since 2010.

Sixty-one of the elephant trophies imported into Canada between 2007 and 2014 came from those four countries. Fifteen elephants came from the most endangered list.

When it comes to allowing the importation of trophies, any decisions that are made have to be based on sound science, not on feelings, said Jason St. Michael, operations manager for Safari Club International Canada.

"I think people need to really take the time to educate themselves about the values of big game hunting," he said.

In some countries, elephant hunting should be banned, but in places like South Africa — where elephant populations are being well managed — it is both an economic driver and a conservation program to allow regulated hunting.

"The government should be using science and not emotions to make these decisions," said St. Michael. "President Trump is probably not using science and listening to emotions."

Elephantica, a Vancouver-based elephant conservation group, is petitioning the Canadian government to support moving all elephants onto the so-called Appendix I list, including those from Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana and South Africa.

Canada was one of a number of countries that voted against such a move last year.

Environment Canada would not make an official available for an interview, but said in an emailed statement that Canada voted against moving all elephants to Appendix I because the four countries affected "did not meet the CITES criteria for listing on Appendix I."

"Canada adheres to a strict set of principles in the CITES fora and believes decisions regarding trade controls should be founded on best available science, support sustainable use of well-managed populations, and the conservation needs of species," it reads.

Fran Duthie, president of Elephantica, said Canada also needs to ban the domestic trade in ivory. Canada is one of just four countries that refuses to do so, joining Japan, Namibia and South Africa. In Canada, the ivory trade includes inuit hunters who trade in ivory from narwhals and walruses.

Elephantica, however, says as long as any trading of ivory is allowed, illegally obtained ivory from poachers who slaughter elephants — even in highly endangered populations — can slip into the system without much trouble.

— Follow @marbason on Twitter

Non-profit group urges Canadian government to ban domestic ivory trade

By posted by: Rosan Malt  March 1, 2018

Asian elephants are even more endangered than African ones with less than 40,000 left

The poaching of elephants has reached unprecedented levels, threatening their very survival. In the face of this crisis, Elephanatics, a Vancouver elephant advocacy non-profit group, claims Canada is not supporting the worldwide initiative to save both African and Asian elephants.

At the last meeting of the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) congress, it was overwhelmingly decided that globally, governments must close their legal domestic markets for elephant ivory as a matter of urgency. Canada was one of only four countries to vote against it.

A coalition of 95 Canadian and international scientists, politicians and animal conservation organisations have co-signed Elephanatics’ letter urging the government to ban the domestic trade of elephant ivory. They include the BC SPCA, Canadian Federation of Humane Societies, Mike Farnsworth, the Solicitor General of BC, International Fund for Animal Welfare, WildAid, Born Free Foundation, Humane Society International and African Wildlife Foundation.

In addition to the global signatories, Elephanatics created an #ivoryfreecanada online petition that garnered over 120,000 signatures – and hundreds more each day – from concerned citizens wanting to see an end to elephant ivory sales in Canada. Even though elephants are not native to Canada, elephants are still important to many Canadians. The petition accompanied the letter sent on Wednesday to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change, Catherine McKenna.

It is estimated there were 12 million elephants in Africa in the early 1900s. Today there are approximately 415,000. That equates to a 97% decline in a century. Asian elephants are even more endangered with less than 40,000 left. Conservationists and scientists agree that at this rate the world’s largest land animal will disappear from the wild within our lifetime.

Fran Duthie, the President of Elephanatics claims, “The Canadian government has a unique opportunity to play a leadership role in elephant conservation by closing its domestic elephant ivory trade, thereby eliminating all legal loopholes. Ignoring this opportunity would put Canada at odds with the growing international movement to save elephants from extinction.”

The international trade of elephant ivory was banned by the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) from 1990. However the domestic trade of ivory within a country is only regulated by national and local governments. Illegal ivory – ivory stolen from an elephant from 1990 onwards – flows through legal domestic markets because it is difficult to differentiate between old and new ivory without extensive and costly testing.

https://www.voiceonline.com/canadian-government-domestic/
Animal rights group says Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, as 125K sign petition

"I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing," reports Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantis.

"Older pianos, that were produced prior to the 1970's could possibly have ivory keys since the ivory trade was not as regulated before the time."

Read more at Ottawa Citizen

Animal rights group says Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, as 125K sign petition

March 18, 2016 24 hours news

OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephanatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

In this Thursday, April 28, 2016 file photo, confiscated ivory statues stand in front of one of around a dozen pyres of ivory, in Nairobi National Park, Kenya.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephanatics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephanatics says.

Leading investigator into illegal ivory trade found with fatal stab wound in his neck Trophy hunting is macabre, but it may also be endangered species’ best hope for survival

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world’s biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated

Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, says animal rights group

March 18, 2018

OTTAWA — More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephantics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

“Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts,” she said. “I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing.”

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition’s request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990, but Vanderkop says it is so difficult to date ivory that it is easy for people to hide more recent ivory among legal products.

“We have to close the trade period,” she says.

Canada was one of only four countries at the most recent conference of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature that objected to banning the ivory trade domestically. Japan, Namibia and South Africa also objected. Canada’s objection came at least in part because of concerns about the Inuit trade in legal narwhal and walrus ivory.

However Vanderkop says Elephantics isn’t asking for all ivory trade to be banned, just elephant ivory, which she says can be distinguished from other types.

Internationally, elephants are among the rapidly declining species in the world, in large part because international ivory prices were high. An estimated 20,000 elephants are killed each year by poachers seeking to profit from their valuable tusks.

Since 1980, the number of elephants in Africa fell to about 415,000 from 1.3 million. The Asian elephant population has been cut in half in the last seven decades, Elephantics says.

Several countries have or are looking at banning all domestic ivory sales, most notably China, which used to be the world’s biggest market for ivory. China announced its ban would take effect in December 2017, but as soon as that announcement was made in 2015, the price of ivory started falling, from an estimated $2,100 a kilogram before to less than $500 a kilogram now.

France banned ivory sales in 2016, Hong Kong will ban it by 2021 and Taiwan in 2020. President Donald Trump last week quietly allowed the U.S. government to cancel a ban on importing

Help Stop The Wanton Slaughter of Elephants – Sign A Petition to the Canadian Government Here!

For the sake of what are left of the world’s elephants, please read on and consider signing the petition below.

A Call-Out from Elephantanics, an elephant advocacy organization based in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada!

posted March 15th, 2018 on Niagara At Large

Thousands are urging the Canadian government to protect the world’s declining elephant population by banning the sale of ivory in Canada. If you want action, sign the petition today.

Will we be the generation that lets elephants become extinct?

A shocking 20,000 elephants are killed every year for their ivory. Scientists and conservationists agree that at this rate, both African and Asian elephants will be extinct in the wild within our lifetime.

Ivory is so valuable on the black market that organized terrorism syndicates such as the Lord’s Resistance Army are committing mass slaughter using helicopters and AK-47 rifles. In 1980 Africa had more than 1.5 million elephants – today it has approximately 415,000. In less than 40 years, 70% of our elephants have disappeared.

In 1989, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) made it illegal to sell elephant ivory internationally. But each country makes its own laws regarding the sale of ivory within their borders. When domestic trade is allowed it permits illegal ivory (poached after 1989) to be sold along with legal ivory because it’s difficult to differentiate between old and new ivory without extensive and costly testing. The only way to protect elephants from extinction is to ban ALL elephant ivory trade.

At the 2016 IUCN World Conservation Congress, Canada was 1 of only 4 countries to oppose the closure of domestic ivory markets across the globe. At the 2016 CITES conference, Canada voted against placing all elephants in Appendix I – the highest protection level. Sadly, the higher protection was not granted.

The US banned practically all domestic ivory trade in June 2016. China shut down its domestic ivory trade at the end of 2017. The UK solicited feedback on a proposed domestic ivory ban and 85% supported the ban. If China and the United States – the two largest consumers of ivory in the world – can stop their domestic trade, why can’t Canada?

We feel new legislation can protect both elephants and the indigenous trade of narwhal and walrus. We ask the government of Canada to:

1. Ban all domestic trade of elephant ivory; and
2. Make the import, export and re-export of all elephant ivory illegal.

Let’s make Canada one of the many countries changing their laws to allow the survival of the world’s largest mammal before it’s too late.

Sincerely,
Fran Dutchie
President, Elephantanics
www.elephantanics.org

Click on the following to sign –

Petitioning Catherine McKenna, Dr. Stephen Lucas
You Can Make History – Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada – IIVoryFreeCanada

About Elephantanics – Elephantanics was formed in May 2013. We are an elephant advocacy organization residing in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada!

Our mission is to assist global elephant conservation efforts by educating Canadians about issues of ivory poaching, habitat loss, and the continued exploitation of elephants by humans, and to connect Canadians directly with elephant conservation partners in Africa and Asia.

For more information about the organization, click on –
https://elephantanics.org/about/.

STEP UP AND SAVE ELEPHANTS

Vancouver, BC, March 14, 2018 – The poaching of elephants has reached unprecedented levels, threatening their very survival. In the face of this crisis, Elephants International, a Vancouver elephant advocacy non-profit, has claimed that Canada is not supporting the worldwide initiative to save both African and Asian elephants.

At the last meeting of the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) congress, it was overwhelmingly decided that globally, governments must close their legal domestic markets for elephant ivory as a matter of urgency. Canada was one of only four countries to vote against it.

A coalition of 30 Canadian and international scientists, politicians and animal conservation organizations have co-signed Elephants International’s letter urging the government to ban the domestic trade of elephant ivory. They include the BC SPCA, Canadian Federation of Humane Societies, Mike Farnsworth, the Solicitor General of BC, International Fund for Animal Welfare, WildAid, Born Free Foundation, Humane Society International and African Wildlife Foundation.

In addition to the global signatures, Elephants International created an IvoryFreeCanada online petition that garnered over 125,000 signatures – and hundreds more each day – from countries around the world calling to see an end to elephant ivory sales in Canada. Even though elephants are not native to Canada, elephants are still important to many Canadians. The petition accompanied the letter sent today to the Minister of Environment & Climate Change, Catherine McKenna.

It is estimated there were 12 million elephants in Africa in the early 1900s. Today there are approximately 455,000. That equates to a 97% decline in a century. Asian elephants are even more endangered with less than 40,000 left. Conservationists and scientists agree that at this rate the world’s largest land animal will disappear from the wild within our lifetime.

Fran Duflie, the President of Elephants International, claims, “The Canadian government has a unique opportunity to play a leadership role in elephant conservation by closing its domestic elephant ivory trade, thereby eliminating all legal loopholes. Ignoring this opportunity would put Canada at odds with the growing international movement to save elephants from extinction.”

The international trade of elephant ivory was banned by the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) in 1989. However, the domestic trade of ivory within a country is only regulated by national and local governments. Illegal ivory – ivory sales from an elephant from 1990 onwards – flows through legal domestic markets because it is difficult to differentiate between old and new ivory without expensive and costly testing.

“That really is the history of the ivory trade,” says Pete Knights, Chief Executive Officer of WildAid and a signatory to Elephants International’s letter to the government. “When there’s been legal ivory trade, it’s served as a cover for laundering of illegal ivory.”

Several countries have changed their laws to protect elephants. In June 2016, the United States imposed a near total ban in domestic ivory sales. Two months later, France became the first European country to ban its domestic trade. China shut down its domestic ivory trade at the end of 2017. The United Kingdom recently solicited public feedback on a proposed domestic ban and 83% of the public supported it. In January 2018, Hong Kong’s legislature voted in favour of banning all ivory sales by 2021. Taiwan is expected to announce a ban on domestic ivory sales starting in 2020. Singapore is considering a full ban.

Due to the US Administration over-turning their ban on elephant trophy imports last week, there is additional news on the rest of the world to increase their efforts to protect elephants.

The loss of elephants causes significant negative environmental effects. Elephants are a keystone species as many plants and animals rely on them to survive. They trek through the jungle, creating a path for smaller animals from mice to cheetahs. More than 100 plant species rely on elephants for seed dispersal as they spread the seeds great distances via their dung.

In addition, international security is compromised by the scourge of elephant poaching. The price of unprocessed ivory in China reached its peak in 2014 at around US$2,500 per kilogram. This has made the ivory trade very attractive to terrorist groups, including the Lord’s Resistance Army.

For three weeks in 2017, Canada participated in “Operation Thunderbird,” a global wildlife enforcement investigation involving 60 countries. It was organized by INTERPOL, the World Customs Organization and CITES. Globally, 8.2 tons of elephant ivory was confiscated in the three week operation. Some of it came into Canada.

Julie MacKinnon, Wildlife Campaign Manager of HSUS Canada states, “CITES has recommended that all nations with ivory markets that contribute to poaching and illegal trade close these markets. Multiple seizures of illegal ivory in Canada in recent years clearly indicate that an elephant ivory market closure is warranted, particularly given the items seized likely represent only a small fraction of the problem. It is time Canada respect the CITES recommendation and protect elephants by prohibiting ivory trade.”

By closing domestic elephant ivory trade, Canada would join a growing number of countries that are leading the path towards the long-term survival of this significant and iconic species. The public may sign the #IvoryFreeCanada petition at http://bit.ly/IvoryFreeCanada.

Elephants International is a non-profit organization founded in 2013 in Vancouver. It aims to help the long-term survival of African and Asian elephants through conservation, education and action. For the last 4 years in Vancouver, Elephants International hosted the Global Walk for Elephants and Rhinos, an international event involving over 120 cities.

https://stephenrees.blog/2018/03/14/step-up-and-save-elephants/#comments
ACTIVISM

March 18, 2018 - OTTAWA CITIZEN

Animal rights group says Canada should ban trade in elephant ivory, as 125K sign petition

"I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing," reports Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for Vancouver-based Elephanatics.

VA: Older pianos, that were produced prior to the 1970’s could possibly have ivory keys since the ivory trade was not as regulated before the time.

Read more at Ottawa Citizen
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A shocking 20,000 elephants are killed every year for their ivory. Scientists and conservationists agree that at this rate, both African -
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PAOV — There's a petition taking off on Change.org, and we think you might be interested in signing it.

Petitioning Catherine McKenna, Dr Stephen Lucas You Can Make History – Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada – #ivoryfreecanada

Sign and share

Will we be the generation that lets elephants become extinct?

A shocking 20,000 elephants are killed every year for their ivory. Scientists and conservationists agree that at this rate, both African and Asian elephants will be extinct in the wild within our lifetime.

Ivory is so valuable on the black market that organized terrorism syndicates such as the Lord’s Resistance Army are committing mass slaughter using helicopters and AK-47 rifles. In 1980 Africa had more than 1.3 million elephants – today it has approximately 415,000. In less than 40 years, 70% of our elephants have disappeared.

In 1989, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) made it illegal to sell elephant ivory internationally. But each country makes its own laws regarding the sale of ivory within their borders. When domestic trade is allowed it permits illegal ivory (poached after 1989) to be sold along with legal ivory because it’s difficult to differentiate between old and new ivory without extensive and costly testing. The only way to protect elephants from extinction is to ban ALL elephant ivory trade.

At the 2016 IUCN World Conservation Congress, Canada was 1 of only 4 countries to oppose the closure of domestic ivory markets across the globe. At the 2016 CITES conference, Canada voted against placing all elephants in Appendix I – the highest protection level. Sadly, the higher protection was not granted.

The US banned practically all domestic ivory trade in June 2016. China shut down its domestic ivory trade at the end of 2017. The UK solicited feedback on a proposed domestic ivory ban and 85% supported the ban. If China and the United States – the two largest consumers of ivory in the world – can stop their domestic trade, why can’t Canada?

We feel new legislation can protect both elephants and the indigenous trade of narwhal and walrus. We ask the government of Canada to:

1. Ban all domestic trade of elephant ivory; and
2. Make the import, export and re-export of all elephant ivory illegal.

Let’s make Canada one of the many countries changing their laws to allow the survival of the world’s largest mammal before it’s too late.
Ban the Ivory Trade in Canada...

#ivoryfreecanada

"#ivoryfreecanada Did you know it is still legal to buy and sell ivory in Canada? Both African and Asian elephants may be extinct in the wild in our lifetime, mainly due to poaching. Elephantatics created the #ivoryfreecanada campaign to help keep our elephants alive. Elephantatics wrote a letter to the Canadian government, requesting a ban on all domestic [...]"

via #ivoryfreecanada — Elephantatics

https://plus.google.com/communities/103634702378269310974

Elephant Lovers
Post your favorite pictures of Elephants here!

JOIN

More than 125,000 people sign petition urging Canada to ban ivory trade

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations for animal rights group Elephantatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures — and then it just went nuts.

More than 125,000 people have signed a petition asking Canada to put a stop to the sale of all elephant ivory.

Tessa Vanderkop, director of strategic relations and advocacy for vancouver-based Elephantatics, says when the petition was launched last year the hope was to get 1,000 signatures.

"Our next target was 5,000 and then it just went nuts," she said. "I think it says that people just do not have any kind of tolerance for this kind of thing anymore and they want governments to do the right thing."

Last week, 95 politicians and animal rights activists from Canada and around the world signed a letter to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna repeating the petition's request to ban all domestic trade in elephant ivory and to also make it illegal to import, export and re-export elephant ivory.

Among the signatories to the letter are a handful of politicians and animal rights groups, including Wildlife SOS India, which runs the elephant sanctuary Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family visited during their recent trip to India. Vanderkop says she does not think the ivory issue was raised with Trudeau during that visit and the operators could not be reached for comment Friday.

Currently, the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that
Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada #ivoryfreecanada

Head over to www.change.org and sign this important petition to ban the sale of ivory in Canada.

Don't test the gangster in me.

Jane Goodall CA

#Repost from @natgeo with @get_repost
We're proud to support @elephantanticsbc in fighting for an #ivoryfreecanada.

@natgeo & stevewinterphoto
An elephant taking a drink then walking across the river in Queen Elizabeth National Park in Uganda.

The greatest single step taken to ensure the future of elephants in our world was the Ivory Ban recently enacted by China. Famous individuals in China like former NBA star YQing have trumpeted WildAid's mantra "When the buying stops the killing can too!"

The murder of elephants and other species for their parts needs to stop.

Real community conservation that is based on the continued life of the species rather than it's death can result in greater and more consistent economic rewards for the future of the local people and the species.

With poaching still a problem throughout the world - PSA campaigns based on economics like @WildAid - WORK - and the numbers show that they WORK.

To learn more about projects that work - check out natgeo.com/bigcats

@WildAid @africanparksnetwork @AfricanWildlifeFoundation @SaveTheElephants @natgeo
Change.org’s Promotion of our Petition – Emails & Twitter

The US banned practically all domestic ivory trade in June 2016. China shut down its domestic ivory trade at the end of 2017. The UK solicited feedback on a proposed domestic ivory ban and 85% supported the ban. If China and the United States — the two largest consumers of ivory in the world — can stop their domestic trade, why can’t Canada?

We feel new legislation can protect both elephants and the indigenous trade of narwhal and walrus. We ask the government of Canada to:

1. Ban all domestic trade of elephant ivory; and
2. Make the import, export and re-export of all elephant ivory illegal.

Let’s make Canada one of the many countries changing their laws to allow the survival of the world’s largest mammal before it’s too late.

https://to-email.com/find-email/9e760abc165b747d8b5fc9a48b925b41
Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada #ivoryfreecanada

The Chairman of the EPI Implementation Board, Mr. Kumara Wakiira, has written to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change Canada, Catherine McKenna, urging the Canadian Government to stop the domestic trade of ivory, and in so doing join the global effort to protect Africa's elephants.

Mr. Wakiira reinforced the EPI's full support of the letter and campaign by Elephanatics, the Canadian elephant advocacy organisation, who have rallied the backing of 95 organisations around the world. Alongside a letter, Elephanatics has created an #ivoryfreecanada online petition, with 126,000 signatures and counting.

As co-Secretariats of the EPI, Stop Ivory and Conservation International have co-signed the letter from Elephanatics, alongside the coalition of 95 international scientists, politicians and animal conservation organisations.

The continued legal trade in ivory, whether domestic or international, threatens the future of Africa's elephants by perpetuating demand and serving as a cover for illegal trade.

Significant progress has been made to end the international trade in ivory, with the closure of major domestic ivory markets, including China, the United States and most recently Hong Kong. Other countries in Africa and beyond have taken similar measures. The EPI has played an important role in working with the UK government to produce plans for a ban of ivory sales in the UK. In addition, the International Community adopted two important resolutions at the IUCN World Conservation Congress and Conference of the Parties to CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora), calling on governments to close their domestic ivory markets.

However, commercial trade in ivory products continues to be permitted within Canada.

2018 is a crucial year to create a sustainable future for the African elephant, it is time for Canada to step up and make a difference.

Please join us and sign for #ivoryfreecanada

THE ELEPHANT SANCTUARY IN TENNESSEE JOINS 75 ORGANIZATIONS URGING CANADA TO BAN IVORY TRADE TO PROTECT ELEPHANTS

The poaching of elephants has reached unprecedented levels, threatening their survival past our generation. In the face of this crisis, The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee added their support to 75 Canadian and international conservationists, scientists, politicians and animal welfare organizations to urge the Canadian government to close its domestic elephant ivory trade.

Every year approximately 20,000 African elephants are killed for their tusks. It is estimated there were 12 million elephants Africa in the early 1900s. Today there are less than 400,000. That is a 97% decline in a century. Asian elephants are even more endangered with only 30,000 to 40,000 left. Conservationists and scientists agree that the world’s largest land animal will disappear in the wild within our lifetime if demand for ivory is not reduced.

The Elephant Sanctuary recognizes the current crisis and supports the closure of all domestic elephant ivory markets in order to support long-term conservation of this iconic keystone species.

Elephanatics, a Canadian elephant advocacy organization based in Vancouver, is urging the Canadian government to join a growing number of countries who have closed their domestic markets.

“The Canadian government has a unique opportunity to play a leadership role in elephant conservation by closing its domestic trade in elephant ivory, thereby eliminating all legal loopholes. Ignoring this opportunity would put Canada at odds with the growing international movement to save elephants from extinction,” says Fran Duthie, the President of non-profit Elephanatics.

Recent precedents in closing domestic ivory markets include: the United States who announced a near-total ban on interstate ivory trade in August 2016; China who stunned the world by banning domestic trade at the end of 2017; and the United Kingdom who recently solicited feedback on a proposed domestic ivory trade ban which indicated 85% of the British public supported it. In January 2018, Hong Kong’s legislature voted in favour of banning all ivory sales by 2021. Taiwan will soon announce a ban on domestic ivory sales starting in 2020. Singapore is considering a full ban.
WILD WELFARE JOINS CALL TO CANADIAN GOVERNMENT TO CLOSE THEIR DOMESTIC TRADE OF ELEPHANT IVORY

Wild Welfare has joined 60 other organisations around the world to ask the Canadian government to close their domestic trade of elephant ivory. Please help by signing the petition that will accompany the letter sent on March 7 by @Elephantatics in Canada.

Take Action and Sign the Petition Here

AWI JOINS 95 ORGANIZATIONS URGING CANADA TO CLOSE DOMESTIC ELEPHANT IVORY TRADE

March 15, 2018

Vancouver, Canada—The Animal Welfare Institute (AWI) joined 95 Canadian and international conservationists, scientists, politicians and animal welfare organizations in a letter sent to the Canadian government this week urging the closure of Canada’s domestic elephant ivory trade. Accompanying the letter was an online petition that garnered over 120,000 signatures—and continues to grow hundreds more each day—from concerned citizens wanting to see an end to ivory sales in Canada. Elephantics, a Canadian elephant advocacy organization, is leading this #IvoryFreeCanada campaign effort.

The letter asks the Canadian government to ban all domestic trade of elephant ivory and make it import, export and re-export illegal. In addition to AWI, signatory organizations include Humane Society International, the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW), Born Free, the African Wildlife Foundation, the Amboseli Trust for Elephants, Big Life Foundation and World Elephant Society. Dr. Richard Leskey, noted paleoanthropologist and conservationist, and Dr. Joyce Poole, prominent elephant researcher and scientist, also signed the letter.

“Without restrictions on ivory trade, elephants—once abundant in many Asian and African countries—will disappear from the planet,” said Nadia Adawi, AWI executive director. “All domestic ivory markets need to cease to ensure the long-term conservation of elephants. The Canadian government has a responsibility to help protect this iconic animal and needs to take action.”

Every year, approximately 20,000 African elephants are killed for their tusks. An estimated 12 million elephants lived in Africa in the early 1900s. Today, there are fewer than 400,000—a 97 percent decline over the past century. Asian elephants are even more endangered, with only 30,000 to 40,000 left. Conservationists and scientists agree that the world’s largest land animal will disappear in the wild within our lifetime if demand for ivory is not reduced.

“The Canadian government has a unique opportunity to play a leadership role in elephant conservation by closing its domestic trade in elephant ivory, thereby eliminating all legal loopholes,” said Fran Duches, president of Elephantics. “Ignoring this opportunity would put Canada at odds with the growing international movement to save elephants from extinction.” At the last meeting of the IUCN World Conservation Congress, it was overwhelmingly decided that globally, governments must close their legal domestic markets for elephant ivory as a matter of urgency. Canada was one of only four countries to vote against it.

Several countries have changed their laws to protect elephants. In June 2016, the United States imposed a near total ban on domestic ivory sales. Two months later, France became the first European country to ban its domestic trade. China shut down its domestic ivory trade at the end of 2017. The United Kingdom recently solicited public feedback on a proposed domestic ban and 85 percent of the public supported it. In January 2018, Hong Kong’s legislature voted in favor of banning all ivory sales by 2021. Taiwan is expected to announce a ban on domestic ivory sales starting in 2020. Singapore is considering a full ban.

Media Contact
Amey Owen, (202) 446-2128, amey@awionline.org

To support the #IvoryFreeCanada campaign, please consider signing the Change.org petition.

Tell Canada: Ban Sale of Elephant Ivory

At the 2016 IUCN World Conservation Congress, Canada was 1 of only 4 countries to oppose the closure of domestic ivory markets across the globe.

Sign Petition to Push for #IvoryFreeCanada

Urge Ban on Trade in Australia and New Zealand

Australia and New Zealand have a legal ivory trade!

Sign a letter to urge government ministers to ban the domestic market of ivory and rhino horn.

Sign Letter to Australia Minister
Canada Must Do More to Stop the Trophy Hunting of Elephants

By guest blogger Tessa Vanderkamp, Elephantics

There was a strong world-wide reaction when President Trump threatened to reverse a 2014 ban on importing elephant trophies from Zimbabwe and Zambia. Few Canadians realized, however, that Canada never had such a ban in place to begin with.

Recently a reporter approached Elephantics President Fran Duthie regarding an Elephantics petition to the Canadian government asking them to close the domestic trade of ivory and to close any remaining loopholes on the trade of elephants which are a highly endangered species.

Reporter Mira Rabson of the Canadian Press wrote the following story including quotes on Elephantics position on this issue:

"In the last decade, Canadians have legally imported more than 2,600 trophy animals that are on an international list of endangered species.

The imports also include thousands of animal skins, skulls, feet, ears, tusks, horns and tails of everything from antelope to zebras from all corners of the earth.

Earlier this month, the United States made waves when the Fish and Wildlife Service suddenly reversed a 2014 ban on elephant imports from Zimbabwe and Zambia.

U.S. President Donald Trump stepped in to halt that reversal, tweeting earlier this month that he considers elephant hunting a "honor show" and that it was unlikely anyone could convince him hunting the animals was good for conservation.

Canada, on the other hand, never banned the imports in the first place.

The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species, or CITES, tracks animals on three lists based on the level of protection needed and requires permits to be issued before these animals or any parts of them can be traded across international borders.

That database shows that between 2007 and 2016, Canada allowed the legal importation of 2,647 mammals as hunting trophies, including 83 elephants, 256 lions, 154 zebras, 76 hippos and 19 rhinoceroses.

Another 290 mammals were imported intact after having been stuffed, including antelope, oryx, monkeys and lions. Canadians also imported 434 skulls and 260 feet from elephants, zebras, hippos and rhinos; 87 elephant ears; 1,156 elephant tusks; and 17 rhinoceros horns.

Those do not include animals brought back as trophies that are not considered endangered, which do not require any kind of special permit.

Elephants are among the most endangered species in the world, with a 2016 census finding populations down 30 per cent between 2007 and 2014. Elephants are on the most-endangered list of CITES in all countries except four: South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Populations in Zambia and South Africa are stable, but elephant populations in Botswana and Zimbabwe have dropped 15 and six per cent, respectively, since 2010.

Sixty-one of the elephant trophies imported into Canada between 2007 and 2014 came from those four countries. Fifteen elephants came from the most endangered list.

When it comes to allowing the importation of trophies, any decisions that are made have to be based on sound science, not on feelings, said Jason St. Michael, operations manager for Safari Club International in Canada.

"I think people need to really take the time to educate themselves about the values of big game hunting," he said.

In some countries, elephant hunting should be banned, but in places like South Africa — where elephant populations are being well managed — it is both an economic driver and a conservation program to allow regulated hunting.

"The government should be using science and not emotions to make these decisions," said St. Michael. "President Trump is probably not using science and listening to emotions."

Elephantics, a Vancouver-based elephant conservation group, is petitioning the Canadian government to support moving all elephants onto the so-called Appendix I list, including those from Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana and South Africa.

Canada was one of a number of countries that voted against such a move last year.

Environment Canada would not make an official available for an interview, but said in an emailed statement that Canada voted against moving all elephants to Appendix I because the four countries affected "did not meet the CITES criteria for listing on Appendix I."

"Canada adheres to a strict set of principles in the CITES fora and believes decisions regarding trade controls should be founded on best available science, support sustainable use of well-managed populations, and the conservation needs of species," it reads.

Fran Duthie, president of Elephantics, said Canada also needs to ban the domestic trade in ivory. Canada is one of just four countries that refuses to do so, joining Japan, Namibia and South Africa. In Canada, the ivory trade includes Inuit hunters who trade in ivory from narwhats and walruses.

Elephantics, however, says as long as any trading of ivory is allowed, illegally obtained ivory from poachers who slaughter elephants — even in highly endangered populations — can slip into the system without much trouble.

Will we be the generation that lets elephants become extinct? Petition to ban the sale of elephant ivory in Canada - Please sign!
Thanks for organising Fran, Tessa and Leanne of Elephanatics!

Sign the Petition
You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada

#ElephantVoices has joined 60 other organisations around the world in urging the Canadian government to close their domestic trade of elephant ivory. Please help by signing the petition that will accompany the letter sent on March 7 by Elephanatics in Canada.
#stopthetrade #banivory #banivorytrade

Message from Elephanatics -
Happy World Wildlife Day everyone! To celebrate will you help the #ivoryfreecanada campaign close the domestic trade of elephant ivory in Canada?
Print the #ivoryfreecanada poster at http://bit.ly/ivoryposter. Take a photo with the poster & your own wildlife - your pet or a stuffed toy. Post it on social media, tagging #ivoryfreecanada AND @elephanaticsbc. Your pic will be put on the website at http://bit.ly/mywildlifepic. Thanks for saving elephant... See More

#ivoryfreecanada

Did you know it is still legal to buy and sell ivory in Canada? Both African and Asian elephants may be extinct in the next 50 years. Visit @elephantvoices to find out how you can help.

#ivoryfreecanada

— ElephantVoices (@elephantvoices)
Mar 29
Did you know that it is STILL legal to sell elephant ivory in Canada? We are going to change that! Please sign the #ivoryfreecanada petition: change.org/p/you-can-make...

Stop Ivory (@StopIvory)
Recently
Join us in asking the Canadian government to close their domestic trade of elephant ivory. Please help by signing the petition and support @elephanaticsbc in Canada #ivoryfreeCanada

Elephant Sanctuary (@ElephantsTN)
Recently
The Sanctuary has joined 70 other organizations in asking the Canadian government to ban their domestic elephant ivory trade. Join us to help prevent the extinction of elephants in the wild. Add your voice and ask for an #ivoryfreeCanada. @elephanaticsbc bit.ly/ivoryfreeCanada
Wild Welfare @WildWelfare · Mar 5
Wild Welfare has joined 70 other organisations around the world to ask the Canadian government to close their domestic trade of elephant ivory. Please help by signing the petition and support @elephanaticsbcbc in Canada.

#ivoryfreecanada change.org/p/you-can-make

Jane Goodall 🌍@JaneGoodallICAN · 2h
Did you know it's still legal to sell elephant ivory within Canada? Help prevent the poaching of 20,000 African elephants a year for their ivory. Please sign with us for an ivoryfreecanada. bit.ly/ivoryfreecanada

World Elephant Day @wildelephantday · Mar 3
Today is World Wildlife Day! We're celebrating by joining 70 other organisations to ask the Canadian government to ban their domestic elephant ivory trade!!!

Join us by asking for an ivoryfreecanada. bit.ly/ivoryfreecanada

Chris R Shepherd @Crshepherd7R · 12h
Petition - You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - ivoryfreecanada - Change.org

Two Million Tusks @2mTusks · Mar 5
We are part of global organisations with @elephanaticsbcbc asking the Canadian government to ban all domestic #ivory.

You can help too. Yes you! 😊

Please sign, share and RT

Thank you. 🙏

Legal ivory covers illegal trade.

#ivoryFreeCanada
#BanAllIvory
#WorthMoreAlive

ELEPHANATICS @elephanaticsbcbc
Standing up for elephants Please sign and share. ivoryfreecanada bit.ly/2xcZeZh
First post was also on facebook pages for Elephant Warrior, Elephant Freedom Fighters, Paws Fins and Me, My Friends of Elephants, Action for Elephants UK, H.O.P.E. Help Our Precious Elephants, Majestic Elephants and Rhinos, Our International Elephant Family, City's Fighting for Elephants, STRAW and Love Elephants Project.
Earth Animals @PlanetFirstNow - 2h
Please SIGN & RT. TY! •@RebeccaLedger @Ioolo_Orca @OrcaSOS @parlce @GirlPower2 @shopperann68 @poetswildlife @CamilleLabchuk #IvoryFreeCanada #Quad_Finn @A_W_Global @condemncruelty @MinnaANDMaya @RobRobbEdwards
Elephant Sanctuary @ElephantsTN
The Sanctuary has joined 70 other organizations in asking the Canadian government to ban their domestic elephant ivory trade. Join us to help prevent the extinction of elephants in the wild. Add your voice and ask for an #IvoryFreeCanada. @elephanticsbc bit.ly/IvoryFreeCanada

Totally Lackidalsical @ilon_trailer - Mar 5
#IvoryFreeCanada
Elephant Sanctuary @ElephantsTN
The Sanctuary has joined 70 other organizations in asking the Canadian government to ban their domestic elephant ivory trade. Join us to help prevent the extinction of elephants in the wild. Add your voice and ask for an #IvoryFreeCanada. @elephanticsbc bit.ly/IvoryFreeCanada

josav928 @josav928 - 16h
You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #IvoryFreeCanada change.org/p/you-can-make... via @CdnChange
Sign the Petition
You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #IvoryFreeCanada change.org

MusicFilmWeb @MusicFilmWeb - 11h
The latest The Music Film Festivals Daily paper.li/MusicFilmWeb/m... Thanks to @RFWriter @saw @musiccanfv @IvoryFreeCanada
Signez la pétition
www.change.org Will we be the generation that lets elephants become extinct? A shocking 20,000 elephants are killed every year for their ivory...

Angels for Elephants @occupy4ele - 22h
Signez la pétition paper.li/occupy4ele15... #IvoryFreeCanada

Art Fredeen @ArtFredeen - 12m
Please consider signing this petition: Banning the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #IvoryFreeCanada - Sign the Petition! chn.ge/3oMtlUwW via @CdnChange

Tina Selsmark @tselsmark - Mar 4
#IvoryFreeCanada elephantics.org/2018/03/03/437... via @elephanticsbc
Elephantics
#IvoryFreeCanada Did you know it is still legal to buy and sell ivory in Canada? Both African and Asian elephants may be extinct in the wild in our lifetime, mainly due to...
elephantics.org

Katy @katnisseverdale - Mar 5
#IvoryFreeCanada
Elephant Sanctuary @ElephantsTN
The Sanctuary has joined 70 other organizations in asking the Canadian government to ban their domestic elephant ivory trade. Join us to help prevent the extinction of elephants in the wild. Add your voice and ask for an #IvoryFreeCanada. @elephanticsbc bit.ly/IvoryFreeCanada

change.org Canada Retweeted
ELEPHANTICS @elephanticsbc - Feb 27
You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - Sign the Petition chn.ge/285MeiZ via @CdnChange
Sign the Petition
You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada change.org

condofire @condofire - 23h
@LisaCristiCBC Please sign & share our petition asking the Canadian government to close the domestic trade of #Ivory bit.ly/2zcZe2h @elephanticsbc #IvoryFreeCanada

The Last Animals @TheLastAnimals - Mar 5
Stand up for an #IvoryFreeCanada & help #savethelastanimals change.org/p/you-can-make... @hotdocs @nwfyeg @calgaryfilm @EmmanuelUAL

condofire @condofire - 23h
@KristinDavis Please sign & share our petition asking the Canadian government to close the domestic trade of #Ivory bit.ly/2zcZe2h @elephanticsbc
Come on! How are people still dealing in ivory? No one needs ivory! Except elephants of course! You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #ivoryfreecanada - Sign the Petition! change.org/2fpsDOZ0 via @CdnChange

How has Canada not done this already? @JustinTrudeau, it's 2018, Act! theglobeandmail.com/canada/article... #bpoli #ivoryfreecanada

Animal rights organization says Canada should ban sale of elephant ivories. Currently the ban on elephant ivory in Canada affects only that from elephants killed since 1990 theglobeandmail.com

What?! Canada is not #ivoryfreecanada yet?! WTH! Ok, let's sign this petition and make sure we are #ivoryfreecanada change.org/p/you-can-make...

Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #ivoryfreecanada change.org/p/you-can-make... via @CdnChange

Our Letter to the Government for an #ivoryfreecanada Has Been Sent elephanatics.org/2018/03/14/ele... via @elephanaticsbc

On March 14, 2016, Elephanatics sent a letter to Minister Catherine McKenna asking the Canadian government to close the legal domestic trade of elephant.
elephanatics.org

You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #ivoryfreecanada - Sign the Petition! change.org/2vO5DSO via @UKChange

You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #ivoryfreecanada - Sign the Petition! change.org/2vO5DSO via @UKChange

You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #ivoryfreecanada - Sign the Petition! change.org/2Z3m17 via @Change

You Can Make History - Ban the Sale of Elephant Ivory in Canada - #ivoryfreecanada - Sign the Petition! change.org/2Z3m17 via @Change